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10 WEEKS TO GO
PUSH

TO THE JUNE DEADLINE!

This Week: Draft Aims; Vet project idea

Welcome to Deadline-Push! I hope you will find this format useful in

helping to guide your NIH grantwriting toward a June/July deadline. In light
of the ongoing COVID-19 crisis, NIH continues to update its FAQ page to
answer grantee questions. Also, if you are looking for information about
how your application, review, or award might be affected by COVID-19,
click here.
Now on to our weekly tips: One secret to great grantsmanship lies in the prep
work. Do not skimp on the time you spend finding the optimal IC and study
section for your project, then adjusting your project to fit your funders and
reviewers. I will spend two weeks leading you through these preparations
because I feel these steps distinguish my grantees who are consistently more
successful from those who are not.
This week's workplan:
❑ Draft Specific Aims
❑ Vet project idea in your dept and with mentor(s)
❑ Identify possible ICs and POs to fund your project
❑ Email Aims to PO(s)

#1

Draft your Specific Aims
Your Aims page is the most important narrative section of a new NIH grant application.
Many reviewers say that they begin to form a funding decision based on this page.
Open with a narrative overview, which provides
A context to help reviewers understand the project
Disease burden info, including a sense of how many people affected in the U.S.
What other researchers have done that has worked/not worked
The knowledge gap
Your "we propose" paragraph should clearly state what your team proposes to do
Begin with a one-sentence "We propose to..." statement
Explain how the proposed project will fill the knowledge gap described in the
narrative overview
Provide a hypothesis
Indicate what your preliminary data show
Provide some general sense of the methods you will use
State your competitive advantage – that which sets your project apart from others
The impact your work will exert upon the field and perhaps on patients
List your one-sentence Aims
Include more detailed methodology
Possibly provide aim-specific hypotheses
Possibly provide aim-specific preliminary data
List a deliverable for each aim, if possible
The Aims page is essentially a universally understood shorthand for discussing your
project, and will be useful in upcoming steps. Although your idea may undergo many
revisions, it is smart to embark upon the following steps with a polished draft Aims page,
because first impressions matter. NIAID provides sample applications for various funding
mechanisms here. For content of the Aims, I like the K01 sample they provide here (see
page 102), though I would not use italics for formatting- I would opt for judicious use of

bold and underlining instead. If you are looking for more in-depth help, I offer a virtual R01
writing course that includes a section on how to write an effective Aims page.

#2

Vet project idea in your dept / with mentor(s)
Before you spend several hundred hours writing a submission, vet the project idea by
this format to elicit feedback. Chalk Talks are a great way to leverage the collective
expertise within a department: You can distribute, then present your Aims at a
departmental meeting and ask the advice of the faculty about your study design, potential
study section, and Institute, and perhaps you may initiate collaborations. People within the
department may have submitted recently to the IC or study section you are considering, or
may have served as a reviewer recently on a study section under consideration. Rather
than guessing whether an IC, FOA, or study section is a good fit, ask your colleagues.
They may offer valuable insights into ways to modify your Aims to fit the content and
current scientific biases of a given study section, or may offer suggestions for alternative
selections for a better fit.

#3

ID possible ICs and POs to fund your project
You are on a quest to find the optimal Institute to fund your work at NIH before you write
your application. Use the newly revamped NIH Reporter website to identify possible
Institutes and Centers (ICs) to which you might apply. Your goal is to locate funded projects
that are similar to yours to see which ICs funded those projects. There are many ways in
which one may do so. You can enter your typical Pubmed search terms in the RePORTER
search window. Or you could enter an abstract describing your work in the Matchmaker
tool to locate similar funded projects, then see where those grants were funded. Next your
goal is to find the contact information of the appropriate program official (PO) at the target
IC, so that you can talk with the PO about your project and gauge their enthusiasm for the
work. In Matchmaker, you can connect directly to the PO contact info. Or, once you identify
the target IC, you could find the name of the PO in the target funding opportunity
announcement (FOA). For example, look at the parent R01, and if your target IC is NEI for
example, search under VII. Agency Contacts, then Scientific Contacts, then NEI.

#4

Email Aims to PO(s)
You have a project idea; draft Aims; and through your Reporter search, some possible
ICs to fund your work, together with program officer contact info. Now it’s time to email
those POs at the ICs you identified. Why? You want to ask whether the project fits their
funding priorities at this time. You also hope to get the PO on the phone, so you can
gauge their enthusiasm for your project and perhaps elicit feedback on the project
design. Don’t wait until the last minute to reach out to the PO; this is an important step to
do early in the process given that their feedback may influence your project design.
What do you want to say in the email to the PO? Be polite and courteous. Include:
Your name
Short project description (2-3 sentences)
Competitive advantage (what makes your project stand out)
Impact (how your project may advance the science, help patients)
Attach draft Aims page. It should be polished. First impressions matter
State why you are writing. Make it clear you have done your due
diligence; e.g.
”I would like your input in deciding between two study sections,” will get a response.
“I need your help picking a study section,” will not get a response.

It is FINE to list the other POs/ICs you are contacting about optimal fit. If the POs
have overlap in their portfolios, they will help you sort out where you belong
Your contact info
State that you look forward to hearing from them at their earliest convenience for a
brief call about your specific questions

